
Online retail for menswear 
is on the rise, with portals 
adopting various pricing and 
marketing strategies to lure 
the customer. Bindu Gopal 
Rao gives us an insight into 
this new world of shopping. 

ONLINE RETAIL

man’s It’s a world
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THE NET CONNECT 
The online retail industry 
in India is likely to be worth 
R7,000 crore by 2015 due to 
easy availability of broadband 
services and increasing Internet 
penetration, according to a 
study by the apex industry 
body ASSOCHAM. Their recent 
research has also indicated 
that buying-selling trends from 
leading online shopping portals 
indicate the online retail market 
currently stands at R2,000 
crore and is growing at a steady 
annual rate of 35 per cent. The 
online market for men’s apparel 
is on the rise and has emerged 
to be one of the most productive 
categories for online retailers in 
India. Research has shown that 
men prefer shopping online as it 
is convenient and efficient. 
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DOING THE MATH
India’s online menswear industry is 
growing fast and is approximately 
pegged at R2,400 crores with a 20-30 
per cent quarter-on-quarter growth. 
According to recent reports, apparel is 
the most searched category online and 
has overtaken searches for electronics. 
“Over 70 per cent of this traffic is driven 
by male audiences. We see a healthy 
growth in demand for men’s apparel 
with more and more shoppers getting 
comfortable with the concept of online 
shopping,” says Ganesh Subramanian, 
Chief Merchandising Officer, Myntra. 
India has almost 137 million online 
users at present, out of which as many 
as 18-20 per cent transact online. 
According to The India Menswear 
Market Analysis 2010-2014 by Venn 
Research, it has been found that total 
revenue from menswear was $11.8 
billion in 2009, representing a CAGR of 
8.6 per cent from 2005 to 2009. Industry 
estimates peg the formal suits, jackets 
and blazers segment at R4,500 crore. 
The world market for menswear is 
expected to exceed $402 billion in 2014, 
according to research from MarketLine. 
This represents market expansion of 
over 14 per cent during a five-year 
period. The leading segment within the 
menswear industry comprises clothing 
and footwear specialists, which 
represent close to 60 per cent of the 
overall market in terms of value. The 
global luxury menswear overall market 
is growing at about 14 per cent a year 

or nearly double the pace of luxury 
women’s wear, according to consulting 
firm Bain & Co.

MONEY MATTERS
Apart from convenience, what is 
fuelling growth is attractive pricing 
strategies. “One big advantage that the 
online stores have is that they need not 
pay exorbitant prices to acquire real 
estate for showcasing their products. It 
also saves the amount of money spent 
in the maintenance and salaries of 
the work force in these stores. These 
kinds of advantages help online stores 
in giving discounts and keeping the 
pricing a bit low compared to the 
brick and mortar stores. But with 
the present level of competition and 
number of players, this advantage is 
fast diminishing. Also, the cost of new 

consumer acquisition is fast eating 
into the profits of the online retailers, 
forcing them to keep changing their 
pricing strategies considerably,” says 
Dev Borah, Executive Consultant, 
Retail View. While any portal would 
like to keep a minimum margin to 
sustain the expenses, the strategies are 
different when it comes to a private 
label. “The margins are much higher 
when it comes to private labels because 
the manufacturing cost along with the 
packaging cost is in the hands of the 
e-retailers. The pricing is done keeping 
in mind all the expenses. Also, the 
margins are higher when it comes as a 
bulk-buying deal from a brand. All the 
portals prefer to work on a 15-35 per 
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  THESE DISCOUNT CYCLES ARE IN LINE 
WITH THE OFFLINE MODEL SINCE MYNTRA.COM 

STOCKS CURRENT SEASON MERCHANDISE AND IS 
BOUND BY BRAND GUIDELINES.
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cent gross margin,” says Mohit Taneja, 
Co-Founder and CMO, Ebagsfull.
com. “On Myntra.com, we follow a 
similar pricing pattern as the offline 
model. Prices of products online are no 
different from the prices offline defined 
by the brand guidelines, since Myntra.
com is an in-season, full-price player,” 
says Subramanian. Adds Mukul Bafana, 
Co-Founder, Jabong.com, “For us, the 
pricing strategy remains the same as 
in an offline store. We are not a deals-
and-discounts website and are rather, 
a lifestyle and fashion retailer.” Hence 
in many cases, the pricing of products 
is same as retail outlets. Manoranjan 
Mohanty, CMD, www.myshopbazzar.
com says, “A strategic pricing approach 
is when companies attempt to use 
different price points with different 
types of customers to maximise 
profitability. Free home delivery is a 
unique strategy to increase sales.”

DISCOUNT MANIA
Discounts on portals usually belong to 
last season products, while all branded 
materials are procured directly from 
the brands and put online at heavily 
discounted prices. “However, the 
fresh season stock is not available on 
discounts because a brand cannot 

dilute its pricing for online consumers. 
Rentals are always a pain for a brand 
but till date, a brand has not been 
able to be created online. It must 
have an offline presence in one way 
or another,” says Taneja. Myntra.com 
closely follows the offline retail model 
with products offered on discount 
during the end-of-season sales twice 
a year. These discount cycles are 
in line with the offline model since 
Myntra.com stocks current season 
merchandise and is bound by brand 
guidelines. “Myshopbazzar.com caters 
to a wide range for men’s apparel so 

that the visitor gets ample choice 
for the products. Myshopbazzar.
com is going to launch their own 
brand called ‘Yellow Shine’, with new 
products marketed only through the 
myshopbazzar site at low prices and 
best quality,” says Mohanty.

DELIGHTING CUSTOMER
Even though the personal equation 
is missing, customer satisfaction is 
key. Primarily measured by repeated 
purchases wherein the customer 
recommends their friends to buy 
from a particular site, online surveys 
and feedback is used to measure 
customer satisfaction. Myntra.com has 
a dedicated customer connect team to 
address customer queries, 24x7. This 
team is accessible at any time to solve 
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queries right from finding a suitable 
product to assistance in exchanging 
or returning a product. Social media 
is another platform being used to 
measure customer satisfaction as it 
allows for two-way communications 
between the brand and the customer. 
“We follow a highly customer-centric 
approach and are constantly working 
towards giving the best services to our 
customers. We give a lot of importance 
to customer feedback and try our best 
to work towards incorporating their 
suggestions. For this, we send feedback 
surveys to select customers and also 
set up a team to analyse the results 
of the surveys. Post receiving their 
feedback, we action them accordingly,” 
says Bafana.

RETURNS AND REFUNDS
Due to the immense competition in 
the market, this aspect of the business 
has become more streamlined in the 
last couple of years. Most websites 
now provide a 30 days-money-back 
guarantee. “Returns-pick-up is 

also an innovative way to provide 
consumers with the much-required 
assurance about products sold online. 
The website picks up any returns or 
exchanges from the location itself 
and delivers the exchanged product. 
Cash refunds are also done wherein 
the buyer will get the amount credited 
to his account with the website and 
can buy anything else for the same 
amount,” says Borah. Of course, each 
company has their own policies for 
handling the returns/exchanges/
refunds. “We at ebagsfull.com try to 
make the online shopping experience 
of our customers delightful. We have 
gone to the extent of exchanging 
the dress of a customer because her 
parents did not like the outfit. I am sure 
all portals try and do the same for their 
customers,” opines Taneja. Once the 
product reaches the nearest delivery 
centre, the amount is refunded to their 
respective accounts. 

COMPETITIVE EDGE
The market at present has become 
crowded with too many players in 
the industry vying for the consumer’s 

wallet. At present, all the online 
retailers are waiting for the market 
to consolidate itself where a few of 
the retailers will lose their steam 
and wind up business, while a few 
others will be bought out by the larger 
players. Marketing activities, pricing 
and discounts offered are the three 
laterals to work with consistently in 
the online shopping arena. Shilpa 
Shanthappa, PR and Marketing 
Manager, Primo–an exclusive lifestyle 
store for Men in Pune—that is all set to 
launch an online avatar soon, says, “A 
sound marketing strategy, absolutely 
competitive pricing, value-added 
services (exchange, refund, door 
deliveries, gift coupons, etc), cross 
promotions between different online 
industries are some of the most widely-
used strategies now. For example, an 
online garment store could tie-up with, 
say, an online shoe company and offer 
discounts if the online shopper spent 
a certain amount on the garment 
purchasing online. That way, the 
shoe company gets the benefit of the 
garments’ shopper without actually 
advertising.” In all, this is a great time 
for men who can shop without actually 
moving out of the comfort of their 
home or office.

  THE WEBSITE PICKS 
UP ANY RETURNS OR 

EXCHANGES FROM THE 
LOCATION ITSELF AND 

DELIVERS THE EXCHANGED 
PRODUCT.
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